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(Mandatory for non-mechanical engineering graduates)
Total Contact Hours-45
Prerequisites
Nil
PURPOSE
To incorporate basic skill sets in Computer aided design including synthetic curves, surfaces
and rapid prototyping.
Introduction to computer-aided design - Motivation, general design philosophies, CAD software,
coordinate systems, sketches, orthographic and isometric views, exploded view, rendering
Principles of 3D geometrical modeling - Basic features of solid modeling, part drawing, standard
dimensioning and tolerance, constraint relationships in solid modeling - Basic modeling tools in
CAD (layers, colors, selection, transformation, offset, array, etc.) - Standard engineering drawing,
standard machine elements (gear, shaft, springs, bearings)
Curve and surface fitting in an automated environment - Parametric and non-parametric
representation of curves with example using ProE/Creo and Solid Works. - Synthetic, analytic,
implicit and explicit methods of curves. - Surface representation in CAD, synthetic (splines and
Bezier), and analytic (plane, ruled, revolution, tabulated), orthogonality, tangency. - Solid
modeling, regularization, Boolean operation, half space operations, boundary representation (Brep),
constructive solid geometry (CSG) - Writing scripts (programs) using MATLAB for curves,
surfaces and solids.
Programming - Relation database, objects, class, inheritance, parametric modeling in: AutoCAD,
ProE, and SolidWorks. - Macro and Application Programming Interface (API).
CAD/CAM simulation of manufacturing - Animation: basics, implementation in CAD software Standard parts, fittings, bolts nuts, creating assembly and subassembly drawings - Product data
exchange, file types (IEGS, STEP, ACIS, DXF, PARASOLID, STL, etc.)
Computer-aided solid model analysis and rapid prototyping - Simulation program for solving
problems such as Solid Works Simulation - Basics of computational techniques, Finite Element
Analysis (FEM) using CAD software (preprocessing, meshing , apply boundary condition, solve,
post processing) - Geometric Tolerance: perpendicularity, parallelism, eccentricity, surface finish,
angularity, flatness, position tolerance, clearance and interferences, using these features in CAD
software - Basics of rapid prototyping, hardware and software, molding, design for manufacturing,
reverse engineering and data capture techniques.
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